Let’s get cracking with…..
Engaging Students in Research
Cherie Woolmer, Mokakiiks Centre for SoTL
Cari Merkley, Library

Our conversation topics for today

●
●
●

Forms of research
Partnership approaches
Being and becoming a researcher: attending to process, centering equity

Where and how are students engaged in research?

Disciplinary based
research

Communityengaged/
based
research

Scholarship of
Teaching and
Learning

Curriculumbased
research

A student view…..
‘Basic research competence takes time to develop and can be especially difficult for students
starting out early in undergrad, as they are also adapting to university course loads and learning
how to interact with faculty members in the classroom. Experiences can also vary widely
depending on faculty attitudes and beliefs about how hierarchical things should be.

For undergrads, remembering that coursework is probably their priority and that research is a
bonus. For grad students, who might find that unstructured time is more stressful than being
handed a schedule, providing a concrete example and some scaffolding of how to be disciplined
early on might help set them up for success as they become more independent.’

JeeSu Suh, Student Partner, McMaster University

What do we think
some of the benefits
are for faculty and
students engaged in
research together?

Spotlighting…..
Students as Partners:
researching teaching and learning
‘..in partnership students and faculty make distinct contributions that are equally valued in
pursuit of common goals. What each brings to the partnership - the experiences, expertise and
perspectives - is respected and valued and drawn upon….’
Cook Sather et al. (2014). Engaging students as partners in learning and teaching: A guide for faculty. Jossey Bass:
San Francisco. Page 14.

Bringing their expertise as learner to research (1)
Why faculty seek students as partners in SoTL…...
●
●
●
●
●

Lived experience(s) as a student
Particular skills (methods, software)
Knowledge of topic, course, class
Looking for different opportunities to discuss teaching and learning beyond
traditional opportunities to give feedback
Opportunity to get different or ‘better’ data

Bringing their expertise as learner to research (2)
Why students want to work with faculty as
partners…..
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sharing ownership and responsibility to improve
courses
Seeing ‘behind the curtain’ of teaching
Opportunity to work in multi-disciplinary teams
Develop and/or strengthen research skills
Bring new perspectives to challenge and change
postsecondary education
Opportunity to present and/or publish work

●

How does a partnership approach to
research compare with your
understanding of engaging students in
research?

●

What would you need to do to facilitate
a partnership approach to research with
students?

●

Can the principles of partnership
translate beyond the SoTL context?
What might be gained or lost?

Being and becoming a researcher
●

How do you share and talk about the research
process with students?

●

What do you share about your own journey?

●

What are you doing to address barriers to
participation?

It doesn’t happen overnight…..

○
○
○
○
○

●
Gaztelugatxe, Basque Country

How and where do you advertise?
Are opportunities paid?
How are you addressing your own biases?
How do you let students know they bring as well as gain skills and
insights?
How do talk about ideas like accommodations in a research context?

What are the particular considerations, if any, if the research
is part of the degree program? Are there different kinds of
boundaries and constraints?

What more could be done to build
capacity and promote a culture of UG
research and co-inquiry with students
at MRU?

Woodland, Inverness, Scotland

